Meeting Objectives

- To share and discuss available modeling and data analysis results pertaining Regional Haze and related SIPs
- To facilitate completion of technical elements of SIPs and provide support for the consultation process.
- Discuss and identify next steps in MANE-VUs science projects, support for SIPs, and consultation process

AGENDA

Wednesday, November 9

9:30 Registration

10:00 Welcome & Introductions (Anna Garcia, OTC and Susan Wierman, MARAMA)
- Why we are here, overarching goals and overview of agenda

What’s required?
10:15 SIP elements (Susan Wierman, MARAMA)
10:30 Consultation process (Anna Garcia, OTC)

What do we know so far?
11:00 Reasonable Progress Goals (Gary Kleiman, NESCAUM)
11:30 A Regional Look at the MANE-VU Emissions Inventories, Trends, and Projections (Serpil Kayin, MARAMA)

12:15 LUNCH

A Regional Look at the MANE-VU Modeling Results
1:30 CMAQ Results (Shan He, NESCAUM)
2:00 REMSAD Results (Jung-Hun Woo, NESCAUM)
2:30 CALPUFF Results (Paul Wishinski, VT)
3:00 Preliminary Work Using CEM Data (Alper Unal, NJ)

3:30 BREAK

A Regional Look at the MANE-VU Data Analysis Results
4:00 Trajectory Clustering Results (Iyad Kheirbek, NESCAUM)
4:30 Emissions/Distance Results and Other Techniques (Mike Borucke, NESCAUM)

5:00 Adjourn
**Thursday, November 10**

7:30  Continental Breakfast

8:15  **Welcome & re-cap of the first day** (Susan Wierman, MARAMA)

**A Regional Look at the MANE-VU Data Analysis Results (cont’d)**

8:30  Source Apportionment Results (Rich Poirot, VT)

9:15  Rain Results (John Graham, NESCAUM)

**10:00 BREAK**

**What else is needed to complete the SIP process?**

10:30  Weight of Evidence Approach for SIPs—Methods for combining results in a meaningful way (John Graham, NESCAUM)

11:00  Discussion of the Weight-of-Evidence Approach for SIPs—EPA guidance and MANE-VU's preliminary analysis (Gary Kleiman, NESCAUM)

11:45  VISTAS Headlines (Pat Brewer, VISTAS)

**12:00 LUNCH**

1:00  Elements of the Long Term Strategy (Ray Papalski, NJ)

- BART
- CAIR
- Other

1:30  Open discussion and contributed presentations

- Stakeholder Presentations (please request time in advance)
  - Addressing Regional Haze Pollutants from Industrial Boilers II (Glynn Rountree, American Forest & Paper Association)
  - Emission Trading (Bob Paine, ENSR Corporation)
- EPA and FLM presentations (please request time in advance)
- Other?

3:30  Adjourn